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Co-op receives ok
for campus space
The BG Student Co-op has been
granted permission to establish facilities
on campus pending a space assignment,
according to Claude Neslund. assistant to
the vice-president for operations
The decision was reached last week
after a meeting of the University
president's cabinet, but discussion of
lease details delayed the announcement.
Neslund said the co-op "would offer a
substantial new service to the University
and needs a chance to see it it can work "
David Lefko, junior IA&SI. chairman
of the co-op's board of directors, said the
co-op is presently examining available
campus locations
One possibility. 325 Williams Hall, now

occupied by graduate students, was
described by Lefko as an "ideal location
where we'd like to see the co-op
located."
The graduate assistants are scheduled
to be relocated winter quarter. Lefko
said
BOB McGEEIN, assistant registrar,
said the Williams Hall space is not
suitable because the traffic generated by
the co-op would be detrimental to the
operation of the surrounding offices.
The next meeting of the space
assignments committee is scheduled for
Nov 3
"We are trying to speed the process in

Jews demonstrate
dislike for Kosygin
OTTAWA (APi - Thousands of Jews jeer
The protests may dog the trip in other
poured into this capital yesterday in a
continuing campaign to embarrass cities Busloads of protesters already
have been heading toward Montreal,
Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin
Police cordoned off the vicinity of the where Kosygin is due tomorrow for an
stay,
and other
Soviet Embassy in preparation for the overnight
arrival of at least UO busloads of demonstrations are promised for
protesters from other cities. Police Edmonton. Vancouver and Toronto
A ram's horn signaled the beginning of
intended to keep protesters five blocks
the Ottawa march
The protesters
from the embassy in every direction
While authorities were preparing for formed up behind a group of rabbis and
an organized parade protesting alleged started toward a semicircle of several
mistreatment of Soviet Jews. Kosygin hundred police.
Young parade marshals formed a
was having another round of what were
described as solidly businesslike barrier in front of the police to insure no
discussions with Prime Minister Pierre contact with the protesters. A sprinkling
Elliott Trudeau and other Canadian of young men carried blue and white
flags bearing a clenched fist inside a
leaders.
On the public front, the only Canadians star-the insignia of the militant. New
who seemed to take notice of the visit York-based Jewish Defense League.
Men with megaphones led chantswere those with protests to made and
axes to grind, and they have created a "Let our people go." and "Free Soviet
nightmare for both Soviet and Canadian Jewry" But the crowd was more picnic
authorities.
than protest in atmosphere, despite the
chant and the placards The atmosphere
SECURITY WAS visibly far lighter was friendly.
One Montreal-bound convoy of 55 buses
Tuesday because of the attempt by a
young Hungarian to assault Kosygin the was halted for a check by Quebec
day before.
provincial police, who said they were
There have been no large crowds of tipped there were bombs aboard. None
well-wishers waiting to greet the visitor was found and the buses were permitted
in the first two days of his eight-day to go on to Montreal for what organizers
tour On the contrary, most who turned say will be nonviolent protests against
out seemed to be there not to cheer but to Soviet treatment of Jews.

terms ol getting space before this dale
and in terms of re-evaluating the
feasibility of 325 Williams." Lefko said.
"We're trying to find a way to keep
both sides happy, yet move on campus as
soon as possible. Immediacy ii
important. With every week we're not
operating, we're losing capital," Lefko
said.
The University has approved the
retainment of the co-op's corporate
standing as a vehicle of raising money
toward the co-op's goal - to move off
campus as soon as possible.
LEGALLY
the University cannot
subsidize a corporation, but this ruling is
circumvented by requiring the co-op to
pay rent. The rent will be the retail
value of the space or ten per cent of
monthly income, whichever is less.
The lease will be in effect until June
1972 on a tentative, experimental basis.
The decision whether or not to renew the
lease will be made after the office of
operations evaluates to co-op's success.
"The co-op is ready to move on
campus now. We hope to be in operation
within a few weeks because we want to
handle the textbook exchange for fall and
winter quarters," Lefko said.

DOWer

Time
out

Evan though torn* classrooms en campus am
•mpty, education continues. This group on the
lawn in front of Moteley Hall is taking advantage
of what may well be the last of Indian Summer.

Although University students can not vote in Bowling Green this election, the Wood County
Board of Elections may be a busy place if students take advantage of a recent federal court
ruling which gives them the right to vote in the city where they attend school.

No effect until 1972

BG voting unchanged by ruling
By Gale Bogie
Staff Reporter
A recent federal court ruling which
will allow students in Ohio to vote near
their campus residence will have no
effect on the upcoming general election
in Bowling Green, according to Don
Scherzer of the Office of Voter
Facilitation.
Deadline for voter registration was
Sept. 22 and registration will not be
reopened until 10 days after the election,
he said.
Students who registered will have to
vote in their home counties in this
election, but if they then transfer their
registration here they will be able to vote
in the primaries in Bowling Green next
spring, Scherzer said.
According to Scherzer, Dr. Stanley
Coffman. Provost, is in the process of
hiring a lawyer to council and advise
students on what requirements they will
have to fulfill to vote in the college
community.
SECRETARY OF STATE Ted W.
Brown said Tuesday that persons seeking
to vote in campus communities must
establish legal residence there. This
means transferring automobile licensing
and registration, and vehicle,
homeowner and personal insurance.
A spokesman for the Wood County
Board of Elections said the board has
received no official word from Brown
whether en any guidelines have been set
up for students to prove they have a
permanent residence in their campus
communities.
The board is in the dark about such
guidelines and it does not have the
authority to make such rules on its own,
she said.
The Ohio residency
requirement for voting is six months in
the slate and 40 days in the county by the
date of the election.
The federal court decision held that
college students who meet the age and
residency requirements set by the Ohio
constitution must be allowed to vote.
"They cannot be challenged on the
basis of being a student any more."
Brown said.
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ENROLLMENT AT STATE
institutions, including branch campuses,
is 291.156.
Enrollment at private
institutions in estimated at about 100,000.
Some graduate students and their
wives have been granted the right to vote
in Wood County in the Nov. 2 elections.
These persons answered aquestionnaire
which asked for such information as
their former place of residence, whether

- they had previously registered to vote
and where, the type of residence they
have here and where they obtain their
support.
Each case was voted on individually by
the board and if the person proved to its
satisfaction that he was a permanent
resident of Wood County, he was granted
the right to vote here.
The Michigan Supreme Court has ruled
that students can register and vote in
their campus communities in the Nov. 2
election.

IN THE YPSILANTI-ANN ARBOR
area students from Eastern Michigan
University and other smaller colleges in
the vicinity are registering in the
campus community, according to a
spokesman for the Ypsilanti Press.
Students must prove they have been
Michigan residents for six months and
are currently residing in Ypsilanti in
order to register. No other restrictions
such as those mentioned by Brown for
Ohio students are in effect.
Of the 8,000 students in the 18-21 year-

old age bracket 2.000 have registeredRegistration there will continue until
Oct.».
Added to the approximately 4,000 21year-old-and-over students who have
registered, it is estimated that the
student vote will increase the number of
those voting in those age brackets by 50
per cent over previous years.
The spokesman said this would not be
enough to elect a candidate, but it is
enough to swing an election to a
candidate backed by student votes.

Board statements cited
By Linda McMahan
Mark Kruse, student representative to
the Board of Trustees, yesterday
discussed the statements he made before
the Board members last Thursday
concerning student protest, housing
complaints and the use of drugs on
campus.
At the Board meeting. Kruse said
interest in protests is down and added
that there is a change in student
attitudes.

housing proposal based on accumulative
credit hours earned by a student.

"WITH THE exception of married
students, commuters, and persons over
21, students with less than 90
accumulative hours would be required to
stay on campus. This would include all
freshman, sophomores, and some
juniors." said Kruse.
He added that upperclass students
wanting to remain on campus, would
have top priority in selecting a dorm.
Kruse also told the Board of Trustees
Kruse said he forms his conclusions
that drug usage has increased on
through personal observations and campus. He said there are several
contacts with persons in the University
factions on campus that are working
administration He established a student
advisory committee that he meets with
prior to each Board of Trustees meeting.
Members of the committee and Kruse
also talk with students in the residence
halls.

with the drug problem, but added that
there is little organization.
"I brought up the drug problem to
stimulate an interest on their part in
hopes they can get the ball rolling," said
Kruse. He added, "The Board members
showed a deep interest in the drug
problem, and they were quite
surprised."
A special meeting of the Board is
scheduled for December when housing
and the drug problem will be discussed.
Kruse said he is presently working on a
report to present before the board.
"We want to find out why people are
using drugs and give them alternatives,"
Kruse said.

International student
roster down for fall

"I TRY TO reach conclusions that best
Enrollment of international students is
represent the majority of students." said
down this year according to the fall
Kruse.
Recently, Kruse sent out 3,000 opinion quarter foreign student roster put out by
surveys to students on a random basis. the Office of International Programs.
Although there is an increase in the
The survey asked questions such as.
"Are you satisfied with your residence number of undergraduate students,
hall accomodations, academic fewer foreign graduate students are
programs, and non-academic studying at the University this year.
Dr L. Edward Shuck Jr., director of
programs?"
Kruse said the purpose of the international programs, attributed the
questionnaire was an "attempt to decrease partly to the fact that a larger
ascertain what aspects of student life at than usual number of foreign students
BG are most hindering to the were graduated in June and August.
maintenance of a sound educational and
He said no departmental
assistantships were granted to entering
social atmosphere."
The results of the survey, which foreign graduate students this year. He
received a 25% return, indicate that thinks this, along with the stringent
many students are dissatisfied with requirements for graduate students, also
dormitory life. "People are on so many contributed to the decrease.
schedules, the dorm isn't flexible
SHUCK SAID UNDERGRADUATE
enough," said Kruse.
He is presently working on a new foreign student enrollment increased

because international students, as well
as Americans, are choosing state
universities rather than private schools,
for financial reasons.
Last fall, 172 foreign students,
including 76 graduates and 96
undergraduates representing 42
countries, were studying at Bowling
Green. This year, there are 157 foreign
students on campus. 112 of them
undergraduates and 45 graduates.
Shuck said he thinks the number of
foreign students who will enroll next fall
depends largely on the state legislature.
"If the people of Ohio, acting through
their legislature, do not show more
concern for graduate study programs,
the first groups to suffer will be the
foreign student programs." he said.
Schuck said he feels "it is a matter of
how much of our resources we want to
devote to educate non-Ohioans."
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campus safety
In yesterday's Newt, J. Claude Scheuerman, vice-president of
operations, attempted to define Campus Safety's "posture on law
enforcement on campus."
The News commends Mr. Scheuerman on his initiative in
forewarning the campus community on what actions are likely to
be taken by the safety officers this year.
If these warnings had been outlined to students at the beginning
of last year by security officials, then maybe last spring's
incidents would have been less dramatic.
If students had known that part of a campus security officer's
garb includes instamatic cameras, they may have attended the
ROTC review in better clothing and more color.
If students had known ahead of time that a group of officers
were at the Public Utilities Building after William Kunstler
addressed a group outside Williams Hall, they could have
organized a riot in front of Burger Chef so Roger Swope could
really have something to take a picture of.
But we didn't know all this last year.
And thanks to the Mr. Scheuerman and the new Campus Safety
crew, we know just where we stand this year.
The News urges all students to clip out Mr. Scheuerman's
postures on law enforcement. And when you paste them up on
your walls, leave plenty of space in between the lines. Campus
Safety makes a lot of additions as the year goes on.

u.s. ego trip
The United Nations is plodding through its annual debate over
whether or not to admit the Peoples' Republic of China to it
hallowed halls.
Does it exist or doesn't it exist? Should it be represented or
shouldn't it be represented? Does the Nationalist regime in
Taiwan rule the mainland or does Peking?
As usual, the United States is flying about on its own little ego
trip, blithely assuming that it has a divine rieht to decide whether
an ousted government hiding out in Taiwan can demand
obedience from 800 million people on the mainland.
Only this year the debate is centering on a dual representation
plan backed by our very own generous government. At one
time we claimed only the Nationalists could represent a country
they didn't even govern; now we say two governments shall
represent one people.
It's time for the United States to wake up to the facts.
A Communist government rules the mainland. The Nationalists
are in Taiwan.
The United States should be arguing for a single seat in the UN
to be held by representatives of the Peoples Republic of China.
But it isn't.
It should be lobbying for an independent Formosa to be
represented in the UN by a government of its own choice.
But it isn't.
When will we wake up?

opinion

what price education?
To the little world of BGSU and those
who control it:
Why do students revolt? I can tell you
why.
Students spend time and money on
education. Hard-earned money saved
from work during summers and parttime work during school.
Money given by parents who have
sacrificed for years to send their
children to college.
Or money
rewarded, however reluctantly, by the
Veteran's Administration for services
rendered.
How is this money spent? In visible
squandering such as building pipe-end
fountains, straightening streets,
repaving asphalted parking lots, but not
paving gravel ones, landscaping, and
above all, paying people to misrun
computers.

Isn't it enough to make you scream?
Or revolt? Then too, remember your fees
and taxes are paying for this
inefficiency.
After the fight with the power tower,
and the students finally get to their
classes, was it even worth the fight?
The students usually find themselves
listening to some while-haired chap who
hasn't come out of his ivory tower for
twenty years, who doesn't seem to
understand that there's a world out there
with no jobs, who lectures on
"philosophy of life" (B.S.i rather than
on subject matter, or who seems to
consider such talk fascinating

drop-out prof
by Rick Mite

JOB WANTED: Teaching at college
level (Engl. lit) or light cleaning ino
windows, floors). Available
immediately. Contact Dr. Leonard Brill,
646 Douglass. San Francisco 94114

I do not believe the new meal ticket
system is perfect but a few facts should
be considered in regard to last Friday's
column. "All you can eat for $2.08."
1. The new plan was never claimed as
an "all you can eat" plan but rather as a

"pay as you go" or "meal ticket by
consumption." (May 1971 BG News,
freshmen: read your contracts.)
2. If the food plan was good and
catered to the student's wants and
desires, people from off-campus might

be induced to participate. This I can not
argue with because $16,000 worth of
coupons were sold to off-campus
students.
3. -IF YOU ARE an on-campus
resident, you must buy a meal ticket..."
Where have you been? Conklin and Prout
do not require board contracts...but over
80 per cent of the students living in those
dorms bought meal tickets.
Of course I am not a problem solver,
but in the event someone were really
upset with this plan and did not desire to
live in a dorm which did not require a
board contract, he could always sell his
meal ticket book and get back his $160.00
In that event, clip out this article and
send it home with a request for more
money.
Christopher M. Hawk
Student Representative
to the Food Plan
Committee
ISOHarshmanB

so they say
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird prior
to his weekly military briefing with top
aides:

"The kid's really ripped off Officer. He was
talking about yellow ketchup, black
salt and the world not being real."

"DM'I tell BM abeat Vleuam sow. I
4w'l ml u hear akeat it mil UK tmi ,'•

Beth Schooler
608* S. Main

FRONT RUNNER

TO WHOM WERE both of these
students snet? An administrator who
was on vacation. They were going
dropped from the University and he was
on vacation. I could go on and on as could
any student at BGSU.
What do the students call such
nonsense? The screw job. What does the
administration call it? Inconvenience.
Inconvenience to the tune of two or three
hours of office-treking. from refilling
and refiling, waiting, coming back next
week ..etc.

coupon system defended

and working 40 hours a week in a factory
to support our family-for most of us.
Mommy and Daddy aren't footing the
bill.
Isn't it also about time that professors
realize that they are wasting our time
and money with B.S.?
If they want B.S. let them retire to
Kaufman's or Howard's or wherever
professors go, but make them quit B.S ing on our money!

^Gostsm.

COMPUTERS. WHO runs them at
BGSU? Inefficient incompetents who
aren't thorough enough to check for
mistakes which they, not the computer,
caused.
Who has to correct the mistakes? Who
else, the recipient of the computer printout and the final registration schedule
and the final bill for fees-the student.
The student who was very methodical
in filling and filing his forms, careful to
see that all was in order. The student
who mistakingly assumed that there was
no way possible to screw up such a
simple task.
For example, did you hear about the
student who was charges a non-resident
fee but was listed as being an Ohio
resident? He has to appeal for a nonresident fee waiver from the nonresident committee.
Or the student who was notified that he
was being withdrawn from the
University because he hadn't paid his
fees. It made no difference that he never
received a bill because the Bursar had
mailed it to an address two years old
when they had his current address in
front of them.

news Lerrers

PROFESSORS ARE GREAT about
telling students how to live but not telling
them what to live on and how and where
to get it. Students get mad from
frustration. They certainly have reason
to.
Don't you think it's about time that
college administrators realize that
students do not all fall into the category
of age 18-22. living on campus, taking 16
credit hours and rich Mommy and Daddy
paying?
Some of us (the majority) don't fit into
this or apparently any computer
program. Some of us are older. We have
been "out there"; we are taking 16 hours

SAN FRANCISCO-With a sigh of
liberated relief, he dropped out. He hung
up his suit coat with patches, his pipe
with matches, and donned beads, beard,
embroidered denims and a bowling shirt
he got at this auction. He moved into a
tiny apartment, built bean bag chairs
and shelves on which to hang his Kuxleys
and Hemingways.
That was over a year ago, when the
well-read, well-bred Brooklyn-boyturned-English-teachcr (American and
English Literature. Humanities, et all.
dropped out to drop in to himself.
Now, he says, moaning one of those
academic moans. "I want to drop back in
again. I'd like to find a job in teaching
somewhere. I miss students. But it's
hard to drop in...the economic situation
is so...and nobody's hiring, and„.
WTTH MEMORIES OF THREE years
at the University of Minnesota, two
years at Macalester College in St. Paul,
"that awful year writing a dissertation
back in '67" and those two last years at
Stanislaus College in Turlock. Calif..
Leonard Brill, aging in at 35. is the dropout professor.
It's happening all over the countrv.
And Brill (please call him Dr. Brill) is
only one of many victims of a bad
academic job market. Money is tight;
contracts aren't being renewed. Profs
take off to discover the Better Life And
even at your own campus, look around
you: you just might notice that
Professor-of-what-was-his-name' isn i
there anymore. And he hasn't left to
accept a Better Position at some elegant
Eastern school. He just might be living
in the hovel down the block.
Leonard Brill is living in the hovel
down the block. "I was disillusioned." he
said in a recent interview. "I was
disillusioned with the fact that decisions
on education aren't made by the students
and faculty. The people who are closest
to education don't have any say about
It."
And now? "Now I'm ready to go back
to teaching because I feel that teaching
is the most useful thing I can do. I miss
students. I think that students at college
age are the mostinteresting.Their sense
of their own potential is greatest at that
point. It's that unfilled sense of
usefulness that's the strongest goal I fee)
in wanting to return to teaching."
"I GET UP AT S a.m. everyday," Brill

said. "Then I go over to the Zen Center
and sit in the lotus position for 45
minutes 1 work from 7 a.m. 'til 2 p.m as
a proof reader. It's no more hack work
than reading student themes, except-"
he said rather sadly. "-except there
aren't any students."
But after going from tweeds to beads.
Leonard Brill hasn't been fulfilled. He
wants to go back to school. And he-the
drop-out professor-is like the drop-out
student Both tire of the educational
system and affect a deliberate liberation
that often becomes dishabilitation. For
Brill, that forced freedom became
tedium, and academic unemployment
became unenjoyment.
But some good has come out of his selfimposed Sabbatical. "I have explored an
education I have never explored." he
said. "I was always very tied to
language-a head-consciousness that was
bred in graduate school. And I wanted to
explore new languages. Vegetarian
cooking. Yoga. Zen. the guitar-they've
all become new languages. But when the
school year was over last June," he said.
"I realized that I had spent a year not
being in a classroom."
Leonard Brill-Dr. Leonard Brill-is
looking for a job. He can teach English
lit, humanities, and some other

subjects, too. And he can do light
cleaning (no windows or floors l. Contact
him.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.
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^ Retention of Taiwan urged

Japan ok's China seat

An un.d»ntifi»d man (l«h with arm ratt*d), h iKown ju.t before h. attacked
Russian Premier Alexei Kosygm Monday In Ottawa. Koiygin, m Canada (or an
eight-day vitlt, wa> leaving tho Pariiam.nl Nags- whon the attock <amo. Ho
woi unhurt.

Attack

UNITED NATIONS. NY
(API-Japan expressed fear
yesterday that the proposed
expulsion of Nationalist China
from the United Nations
would upset a
favorable
trend" in the political
atmosphere of the Kar East
Speaking as
a close
neighbor of China.' Japans
former foreign minister.
Kiichi Aichi. joined the United
States in urging that Red
China be seated in the world
organization with the Taiwan
delegation remaining
He addressed the 131-nation
General Assembly as the
China debate went through its
second day without any
surprise switches which might
throw light on the outcome of
voting next week
The Japanese noted that the
situation in Asia seems to be
undergoing a change for the
better," but declared that
approval of the Albanian
resolution "would be likely to
entail an abrupt change" in
this delicate situation.

Firelands campus in new birth
In preparing the four year
old Firelands campus for its
second phase ot the branch's
development, a $2 5 million
dollar project called Phase II
is putting a new look on the
216-acre site campus with the
construction of the "Phase II

By Jim Carey
With Bowling Green far
from suffering the pains of old
age. its first, full-time branch.
Firelands, is in the process of
a second birth

Homecoming vote set
for Men's Gym today
Elections for Homecoming
Queen and her Court will be
held from 9 am to 5 p.m.
today in Men's Gym.
All voters must present a
student ID to obtain a ballot.
The Queen candidates
selected by a Bowling Green
alumni committee for their
poise, personality, and
campus activities, as well as

beauty are Nancy King, senior
lEd.l. Kathy Binns. senior
(Ed.); Mary Jo Herwick.
senior iEd.); Susan Short,
senior iEd); and RaeLyn
Koppert, senior (Ed.).
The queen will be coronated
by University President K'ollis
A. Moore Jr. Thursday
evening.

Building." as Firelands Dean
James H McBride called the
unnamed building.
Still under construction with
anticipated hopes of
completion on September of
1972, the building, covering
50.000 square feet, hopes to
increase the instructional
space by 50 per cent.
The one and two-story
structure will accommodate a
suite of rooms to foster
electronic data processing
facilities, a 300-seat
auditorium, which will
provide space for large group
instruction as well as
dramatic and forensic
presentations and an
intercollegiate-size gymnasium.
Also included in the "Phase
II Building" will be an EPIC
lenergy,
power
instrumentation and controls

laboratory. 14 faculty offices,
and a student lounge and
recreation center
With the usage of the EPIC
laboratory, associate degree
programs in industrial
education and technology will
be offered.
"In all probability." said
Dr McBride. "we' will have
eight to ten associate degree
programs readv by fall of
1972 "
The construction ot the
"Phase II Building." is jus!
the first step in the expansion
of the branch. Dr. McBride
said
"We are looking forward."
said McBride. "to a steady
increase not an explosive
increase."
He commented that the
regents are anticipating the
increase1 from the 757students
now attending Firelands to an

enrollment of 1500 in the near
future
Fifteen hundred students is
a far cry from the 30 sludents
that the same grounds
fostered in 1953 when it was
organized by the University
into a two-year cadet teacher
program Seven years prior to
this, it served primarily
returning World War II
veterans, but classes were
discontinued in 1MB

Area boy scouts seek
volunteer student aid
The Toledo Area Boy Scout
Council, through the Student
Education Association, has
asked the University to
provide college students to act
as den brothers and sisters for
children who live in the Toledo
loner-City area
Coordinating
this
University-wide program is
Rick Stadtlander. senior i A &
Si I'e will be responsible for
the final selection of
University students for each
cub scout pack or boy scout
troop
"We have about twenty
students committed already,
but there is a need for sixty
more," stated Dr Verlin Lee.
professor of education, who is
also involved in the program
Students who are accepted
into the program are
requested to give up
approximately two hours of

their time once a week to
travel to Toledo and meet
with these inner-city
youngsters.
IT IS PREFERABLE that a
student have a car since
transportation to the area
would be by automobile. Dr.
Lee said. Gas expenses will be
paid for by the Toledo Area
Boy Scout Council
Students who have had
previous boy scout experience
could be used as scout
masters or assistant scout

YOU NEED IT.
WE RENT IT.
• Artificial Plants
'Decorator Lights
•Punch Bowls
• Tables & Chairs
■ Fountains
• Assorted Glassware

125 W. P0E ROAD

EL HUB!

Now you're on your way up.
I**

At Hoover, the top is on the
fourth floor Of a neat brick building On tree-lined streets In-a
«.iuict town Where the air is fresh
And the horizon is sky.
That's where you'd start
liut not necessarily where
\ou'd stay.
I l.xivcrhasH plants in t<countries on 5 continents
I wo-thirJs of the
_, ,i

HP 143.

The year before
wasn't a bad vear. either.
21 000 Hoover people y«*i»^*wAt^wln I970. Hoover's total
work outside USA
ty^r ■ ■■ T\ff >-v^net sales were over $340
You don't have to go »**
•
v ' million.
You might stay ut
,,
So. if you want to go
Hoover's home office. Go
K»V.
V kj X'up.godowntoyourplaceinto marketing, finance. \ l ' V ' ' '' ' 'tment office,
manufacturing, engineer- ,
Sign up for an intcring.Take graduate courses
j view. We II be on campus
at the local coll-ges and U^JJi^jMii~.^*,v«mh«' '<d
(To »houl lh« fcHlh (In*.)

masters in troops for these
disadvantage^ children.
Anyone interested in getting
involved in this program may
contact Dr. Lee. room 135.
Life Sciences Bldg, or Mrs
Jane Krone in the Program
Advisement Office in the
Education Building for
information or application
forms
The first orientation and
training session will be held at
7 11 m tonight in the Pink
Dogwood Suite. Union.

352-1604

STADIUM VIEW PLAZA
352-5392

university.
Or you might go to one of
Hoovers 200 Field Offices. And
learn how we move over 80 different home products.
Whatever you do. you'll grow
fast. You'll have to. Just to keep
up, Hoover's a fast growing company.
l-'irst half sales in 71 were

"It is our profound belief.
Aichi declared, "that by
adopting our draft resolutions,
the United Nations will open
the path to reconciliation and
peaceful dialogue, and and
will promote peace and
stability in Asia."

"Stop in and see our
Party Time Pa/ace"

FOR GIRLS & GUYS

Some people think getting to the
top means scaling skyscrapers.

Japan stressed that the dual
representation plan was not a
two-Chinas plan, but simply a
transitional phase which
eventually might lead to a
settlement between Peking
and Taipei.

BEE GEE RENTAL
& SALES

LARGEST SELECTION of
PANTS & TOPS
IN TOWN
MON-SAT 11:00-9:00
SUN. 12:00-6:00

THE ALBANIAN PLAN Taiwan government remains
calls for seating the Peking in it.
government and outright
expulsion of the Nationalists
THE INDIAN Ocean
The rival U.S.-backed country of Mauritius backed
resolution would keep both the US demand that the
Chinas in the organization and assembly invoke the twogive to Peking the permanent thirds rule by declaring
seat in the Security Council expulsion of Nationalist China
that the charter allots to an "important question " The
China
ambassador. Sir Seewoosagur
Pro-Peking speakers Ramgoolam. added a new
continued to hammer at the note by urging the Taiwan
theme that Red China would government to renounce its
have nothing to do with the claim to be the government of
United Nations as long as the mainland China

Some
research
"experts"
say you can't
taste the
difference
between
beers...
blindfolded.
What do you say?
WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

MMB iUSCM. |«C. . ST. 10UIS

for dining, cocktails,
Entertainment and Dancing
Nightly
Singles from $13.00
Doubles from $16 00
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Froines raps with students

When actions speak louder.
By Peggy Schmidt
SUlf Reporter

It w eleven o'clock Time
(or the news.
We sat around the living
room with Tim Buti and John
Froines. all of us anxious to
hear what TV IS would
have to say about one of the
Chicago Seven visiting the
otherwise tranquil community
of Bowling Green
Froines' massive body
appeared on the screen. Selfstyled radical, one of tne
organizers of Mayday, and
spokesman for the People's
Coalition for Peace and
Justice John Froines spoke
at Bowling Green State
University
tonight
advocating an Evict Nixon'
campaign."
We had a good laugh over
the "self-styled radical part
But at least they used a decent

section of his discussion of
next year's San Diego
Republican Convention at the
press conference.
Froines' only comment was.
"I think I need a haircut and
some new clothes."

A

DISILLUSIONED

chemistry professor drop-out
from the University of Oregon
in 1969, Frames was acquitted
of a charge of conspiracy to
riot at the 1968 Democratic
convention in Chicago.
"When that moment in
court came. 1 felt badly. I
thought that either we were
all guilty or all innocent."
Froines leaned forward in the
rocking chair. "But I don't
regret not having a sentence
hanging over my head."
Tim Hut/ was lying on the
floor; he was exhausted after
their third speaking
engagement of the day
Someone came up to Tim

Cymbidium
Carnation or Rose
Corsages
$2.50 $5.00
Mums
$95

HOMECOMING
ARRANGEMENTS
AVAILABLE
MYLES FLOWERS

after the speech and asked if
he wasn't afraid that the
police might serve his
warrant.
"I can't afford to be afraid
of warrants; there are too
many things I have to say to
people and I can't let things
like that bother me," Tim had
replied as he picked up his
sleeping bag and headed out ot
the ballroom.
Froines and Butz spoke at
Kent State earlier in the day
where they had drawn a crowd
of about 700.
One Bowling Green activist
said she thought the audience
here was hostile. "But I could
tell that those kids were
listening to me, weighing
everything I said," Froines
remarked. "Maybe there was
some cynisicm but I felt very
involved in what I was
saying."

A STUDENT arrested last

ih

speech, wanting to know if
Froines agreed with Rennie
Davis' group, the People's
Coalition for Peace and
Justice
Froines nodded. "As •
matter of fact that's who I
was speaking for. If Rennie
had come here tonight instead
of me, you would have heard a
very similar speech."

THE

CONVERSATION

drifted to the political
philosophies of the Chicago
Seven Earlier, one of the
older reporters at the press
conference had tried to force
Froines into saying there
would be a replay of Chicago
at the Republican Convention
in San
Diego, since Jerry
Rubin had promised to show
up there with his band of
Yippies.
"Jerry and I have always
had different ideas on tactics.
I think that if you can win
what you want legally, then it
should be done that way. To
Jerry, it's the show that's
more important. And that's
the role he and Abbie played
at the trial. And it was good
Ministry Tuesday and then, because it provided a
informed that Wise was no balance of v iewpoints ''
longer
welcome
in
It was getting near
Czechoslovakia, the U.S. midnight. Butz had already
Embassy said.
phoned in reservations to get
An embassy spokesman said the 7 am flight out of Toledo
the ministry was being asked to Washington, DC. where
for an extension of the 48 Froines was due at 10;30 a.m.
hours given Wise to leave the presss conference.
country.
"I'm not like Kunstler.
Froines said. Bill can sleep
anywhere-jets.
buses,
taxicabs. and then he's ready
to go. but the rest of us need
that six or eight hours of
sleep." he yawned.
People began leaving then,
because they knew that
Froines wouldn't be able to
resist talking politics if they
stayed. They thanked him for
coming. "See you in
he
smiled.
; Washington."

Czechs oust diplomat
PRAGUE
(AP)
Czechoslovakia ordered U.S.
diplomat Samuel G. Wise Jr..
named in a recent espionage
trial of a Czech journalist, to
leave this country within 48
hours.
U.S. Charge d'Affairs
Arthur J. Wortzel was
summoned to the Foreign

CORNER OF N. MAIN
AND CLAY

U.A.O.

May in connection with ttbe
ROTC Review explained to
Froines
how
politically
apathetic and inactive the
majority of the student body
was. Froines couldn't
understand why so many
students turned out at his
speech if that was true.
"There's a wide gap
between people coming to
hear a speech and then
actually doing something
about the things they applaud
as being wrong." the BG
defendent said.
Someone brought out some
old SDS pamphlets. Froines
smiled. "Can I have these?
They bring back memories.
Weel. I was never technically
in SDS--I was working with
SNCC in'64 and'65. I knew
Rennie then, but we never
really became close until the
trial."
A shorthaired student had
approached him after his

Tim Butz, an organizer of Vietnam Veterans Against the War,
joined John Froines in speaking here Monday, despite a
pending local warrant for his arrest for hit involvement in last
spring's ROTC disturbance.

Economic control plan
presented to Congress
WASHINGTON (APl- time the post-freeze controls
President
Nixon
asked will remain in effect.
Congress
yesterday
to
broaden his economic-control
THE CONTROLS will last
powers to cover interest rates as long as "it takes to break
and dividends and to set a stiff the back of inflationary
new civil fine of $2.5000 for expectations and to make
punishing violalers of the meaningful progress to bring
post-freeze program.
down the cost of living."
The White House sent Walker said
legislation to Capitol Hill that
Nixon has no plans to
would extend for one year to damp controls on interest
April 30. 1973. the Economic rates and dividends, he said,
Stablization Act under which pointing to what he called a
Nixon imposed the 90-day "dramatic decline'"
in
wage-price-rent freeze and interest rates.
the controls to follow.
Although the controls over
But
Treasury wages, prices and rents bar
Undersecretary
Charles them from rising any higher
Walker told newsmen the one- than their level of May 25,,
year time limit doesn't 1970. the bill does not use that
indicate the actual length nf 'date on interest rates and

dividends as a ceiling.
"INTEREST RATES were
closest to the highest level in
100 years at that time,"
Walker said The bill would
empower the President to
stabilize interest rates and
dividends at "levels consonant
with orderly economic
growth."
In addition. Walker said, the
Cost of Living Council is
setting up closer monitoring
of interest rates to insure that
more up-to-date figures are on
hand
The bill, as reported earlier,
would set up a temporary
emergency court of appeals to
handle wage-price cases, to be
named by Chief Justice
Warren Burger.

HAPPY HOUR

The civil penalty of J2.500
for each violion of the controls
was a surprise provision of the
bill. Officials said that, if
passed,
it could make
enforcement of the controls
easier.

PRESENTS

Mon. thru Fri. 5-7

HOMECOMING
Oct 21
THURS.
8:30 P.M.

UVE ENTERTAINMENT - DANCING

BONFIRE

Tues. thru Sat. 8-1 A.M.

BANQUET FACILITIES
AND PARTY ROOMS
AVAILABLE

STERLING
FARM

RESERVATIONS..352-5211

"BURN THE REDSKINS"
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SAVE 20%
This Week Only
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(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN)

MORE THAN VOU CAN EAT
EVERV WEDNESDAY NIGHT
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ACLU

Local cast 'thinks five'
for Charlie Brown play

speaker
Benson Wolman. state
executive director of the
American Civil Liberties
Union i ACLU l. will speak at 8
p.m. tonight in the Alumni
Room. Union.
Wolman s address is titled
"Can Civil Liberties Survive
in Wood County'
The
meeting is open to the public
and free of charge.
He has been executive
; director of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Ohio
> ACLU l since July 1.1968.
Before assuming the
position Wolman was the
ACLU's legislative agent at
' the Slaiehouse and chairman
of the Central Ohio Chapter of
the ACLU.
In frequent testimony
before legislative committees
and in numerous appearances
on television and radio, he has
been a spokesman for such
causes as freedom of speech,
press, and association:
separation of church and
state, due process of law:
civil rights: academic
freedom: and student's rights.
Wolman has been a critic of
censorship, wiretapping, and
eavesdropping,
capital
punishment, police abuses,
and the state's medieval penal
and mental health systems.

The first area production of
the current Broadway musical
comedy. "You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown," will be
performed this weekend and
next weekend at the Bowling
Green Junior High School
auditorium
The play is based on the
Charles Schulz cartoon strip.
"Peanuts."
The production is sponsored
by the Bowling Green Singers,
a newly-organized madrigal
group, to raise money to cover
costs of the organization's
activities this year.

N..»t.l.^lr-OW.

Panther
paper

Thi» Blotk Panther newspaper being bought by a University
student is just one of the many forms of communication on
campus.

Brinkley defends media
WASHINGTON (API-Many
complaints against broadcast
news come from Americans
who think television exists to
entertain and not inform. NBC
commentator David Brinkley
said yesterday.
"There are never any
complaints about bias and

slanting when the news is
good,'' Brinkley told a Senate
Judiciary sub-committee
investigating frredom of the
press "They appear only
when the news is bad, and
nowadays it often is."
News broadcasters are on
the same tube as a succession

of "comedians and jugglers."
Brinkley said, consequently,
when a face comes on that is
not wearing a toothpaste
smile and says there's been
another riot and more war
casualties and taxes are going
up
it looks even worse by
comparison."
Brinkley said every time
television airs pictures o(
urban arson and looting, for
example, he gets hundreds of
letters asking why the
networks "glorify and dignily
this kind of unspeakable
conduct" by televising it.
The proceeds will go into the
Brinkley said many in the
WSA fund for international
audience want to know about
students.

World Student Assoc.

to hold Chinese dinner

The World Student
Association (WSA) will
sponsor a Chinese dinner at
There are a limited number
6:J0 p.m on Oct. 31 in the
United Christian Fellowship of tickets available.
Interested persons should
Center
Tickets for the dinner, contact the International
which will feature typical Center in the basement of
Williams Hall.
Chinese food, will be $1 50
£E3E3S3E3E3EW
mnoEaBMBBta?

the bad news "or ought to
know about it" while the
complainers are mainly
"listeners who have never
until recent years been
exposed to anything like
serious journalism."
Brinkley told Chairman Sen.
Sam Ervin Jr. (D-N.C.I and
Sen Roman I'ruska (R-Neb.lsubcommittee members
present-that he does not think
there is any intimidation of
broadcast news by critics
even though some past
witnesses have testified lhar
the
government
is
intimidating television news
programs

PERSHING
RIFLES

JAMES BROWN, musicdirector for the group, is
directing the play. He is also
choral director at Bowling
Green High School and a
graduate student at the
University
Five of the six-member cast
are University students
Rich Earl, sophomore
lEd. I. portrays Charlie
Brown, and Joe Chorba.
sophomore (Ed >. plays Linus
Snoopy is played by Tom
Turnley, junior (Ed.I Sally
Quinby. freshman (Ed. I. is
Peppermint Patty, and Gary
Horton. sophomore (A&SI.
plays Schroeder.
Lucy is portrayed by Ami
Picciano. an elementary
teacher in the Bowling Green
city school system
John Kepler, technical
director of the University
Theatre, is in charge of

lighting and building the are actually five-years-old.
seven-piece stage setting.
They need an innocent
approach "
"IT'S A WARM, human,
Clark Gesner. author of the
light-hearted, easy-to-take musical comedy, describes
musical." Kepler said. "It's the production as "a day made
simplified in terms of staging up of little moments picked
and technical direction
from all the days of Charlie
Stage directing and Brown."
choreographing will be done
Incidents range from Linus
by Jann Graham-Glan. who private number. "My Blanket
choreographed the University and Me." to a number dealing
production of "West Side with Charlie Brown's own
Story" last year.
friendly enemy, "The Kite "
"It's a challenge to get
college students and adults to
A FOUR-PIECE combo will
play kids' roles." Jann said
provide
musical
"I tell them they have to accompaniment
Members
think live', to pretend they are Dottie Boltz, a teacher in

Election bill set for vote
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - The Gilligan administration
An election reform bill to had asked that the time limit
update Ohio's election laws be 10 days.
The measure would make
was unanimously voted out of
the state government voter registration permanent
committee yesterday. Currently, voters who do not
The objective of the bill is to cast a ballot in two years are
bring Ohio election laws In removed from the polling
line with court requirements.
The bUl passed the Senate
earlier, but the House hat
made several changes.
THE BILL would shorten
the deadline for voter
registration from 40 days
before an election to SO days.

SK3Bs3sasasw-w»:

LOUIS'
SERVICE STATION
OPEN 24 HRS.
COKE $1.99 CASE
LEHMAN & S. MAIN

THE 72 KEY
Its not only a part
of Bowling Green
It's a part of
You!
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OCT. 18

ATHAN'S VILLAGE
HOMEMADE GREEK
COOKING with PRIDE
WE GUARANTEE
YOU'LL LIKE OUR FOOD
OR THERE WILL RENO CHARGE

SERVING
LUNCH & DINNER
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST!
NOW TRY THE REST!
PRICED TO FIT
YOUR BUDGET

KATHY FOR
HOMECOMING QUEEN

STADIUM PLAZA
1616 E. WOOSTERST.
W^»VtfMMAMVVVVUVVIAVIWVVVVVVWIMIAAWWW

The measure which also
extends the opening hours of
polling places from 6:30 p.m.
to 9 p.m.. now goes to the
House rules committee to be
scheduled for a floor vote.

None/ King

HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICE

11 NEW SPONSORS!
GRAND OPENING

books

Choose

ARE PROUD OF THEIR

DOMINO'S
352-5221

Findlay, piano: Patti Faulk.
sophomore (Ed. I. flute;
Kevin Gentile, freshman
(Music), percussion: and Bill
Ellison, freshman (Music),
string bass
Performances will he held
Oct. 22 and 23 at 8 p.m. and
Oct 29 and 30at 2 and 8 p.m
Admission is $2 for adults
and $1 for students. Tickets
are available at LaSalle's here
and in Findlay. Centre Drugs.
Gnnnell Brothers Music
Stores at Weslgate and
Woodville Mall, the Union
ticket office and at a table on
the first floor of University
Hall

FASHION WEDGES FOR
FALL 71 BY
CONNIE AND C0RELLI
The wedge...the look that makes it
with all the fall things you've been
collecting! Wrapped or tied, they're
in! A. Ankle strap by Corelli in purple, brown or black suede. $20. B.
Corelli's wedge wrap. Rust, black
suede, $22. C. Connie's wedge ankle
wrap in pink or royal blue suede.
$18.

LASA1J.E*S

for
Homecoming
Queen

Page6/The tO New., Wednesday, Oc loba. 10. 1971

Irish find arms on U.S. liner
Ireland
Submachine guns and hand
grenades were found at C'obh
I'arbor in County Cork, on the
south coast of the Irish
Republic,
after customs
agents were lipped off
The irunks were believed to
have been consigned to a man

DUBLIN. Ireland tAPi
Customs officials found guns
and ammunition in irunks
landed yesterday from the
liner Queen Elizabeth 2 after a
voyage from New York They
said the weapons possibly
were destined for the Irish
Republican Army in Northern

Your education lacks luster?

THE CLUSTER
COLLEGE
STARTS FRIDAY
■OPEN WEEKENDS ONI

who accompanied them from
New York, customs officials
reported
Irish army experts and local
police raced to the customs
shed where the arms were
discovered and an armed
guard was thrown around the
building

In Britain, security officers
carried out searches of coffins
and other cargo from airliners
at London and Manchester.
Following the weekend
capture of more than three
tons of Czechoslovak weapons
aboard a plane at Amsterdam
airport. Scotland Yard police
said that on flights through
Britain to Ireland "every item
of cargo is being checked-coffins too."

THE MAN BELIEVED TO
HAVE accompanied the
irunks landed from the liner,
making its first stop en route
to Southampton. England,
Police noted that at least
from the United States, but
once in the past, coffins
his whereabouts was not
loaded with guns and
immediately known I'e was
ammunition were found at a
not identified
*******r«!SBWfe«rS*e«*^^
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\ Happy Rushing
The
Sisters of

9
L

Alpha Delta Pi
ENDS TONIGHT: "DOC" at 7:15, 9:15

HHQQQH
THtATR

NOW SHOWING Eve. at 7
THE MOST ACCLAIMED MOTION
PICTURE OF OUR TIME...
Winner of 10 Academy Awards - incl. "B«lt Piclurc

- 1961

WEST SIDE STORY
Starring Nata.it Wood. Rita Moreno. George Chamois
9.\-<£5r

COLORh DeLuxe

i.

ALSO
at 9:45

.
United Artists

It's a wonderful world. If you only take the time to go
around it...If you don't have the time or money to take a

mock funeral procession
crossing the border from the
Irish Republic into Northern
Ireland.

MEANWHILE, ONE OF
Northern Ireland's Roman
Catholic civil rights leaders
and the youngest member of
Parliament.
Bernadette
Devlin, wrapped in an orange
blanket, squatted on the
sidewalk outside Prime
Minister Edward Peath's 10
Downing Street residence.
Miss Devlin. 24. was
keeping a round-the-clock
vigil to demand a full answer
from Peath on newspaper
allegations that suspected
members of the Irish
Republican Army under
arrest in Ulster were being
tortured. Per demand for a
debate on the issue in
Parliament Monday
was
rejected
In Northern Ireland, the toll
rose to 127 with the death of a
British soldier in a hospital
Pe was shot by accident
Monday al a roadblock
British troops also found a
53-year-old man tarred and
feathered in a Belfast street

Time change
If you were mad at
having your drinks cut off
an hour early this spring
because of the time
change, relax
You can
spend an extra hour at the
bar Saturday night. Oct 30
Richard K (Guggenheim,
director of the Ohio Depl
of Liquor Control, said
Sunday's lOct 311 2 am
lime change back to
Eastern Standard would
then make it I a in

world wide cruise...come and tee.

at 9:45

Horror
flick

3-D is back, compliments of Middle Class Youth (MCY). MCY
will sponsor Eyes of Hall, billed as one of the most frightening
of the 3-D horrow films of the
Hayes Oct. 20, 22,

and

23,

60 s

and

in

It will be shown in 201
140 Overman Oct.

21.

Admission is $1.

Wilberforce suspends
classes following boycott
WILBERFORCE.
Ohio
tAPi Wilberforce Universitj
President Remberl E Strikes
yesterday suspended classes
at the school following .i
siudem boycott Mondaj
The students are protesting
the suspension of 40 male
students who participated in .i
sit m ai a women's dormitory
Thursday
The protest was an attempt
to npen the dormitories in co
I'll '. lsll.it Kill

Stokes said tins morning he

called nit classes to allow
tempers i" cool and to
negotiate the
student's
grievances
tboul 500 HI ''-HI students on
campus gathered in fronl ol
the administration building
i.ii a demonstration Monday
\ dozen student marshalls
wearing white armbands,
ushered newsmen from the
campus
IT WAS THE third nine m
three yean thai the
predominate!) black school

has been rinsed by student
boycott
The issue ol visitation
surfaced at the school about
three weeks ago Stokes said a
trustees' committee met IJSI
Thursda)
to lonnulate a
liberalization ol the rules
regarding
visiting
in
dormiton rooms
The student proposal rails
im visitation from noon to
midnight weekdays and until

■: 30 a 111 mi weekends with a
sign-in, sign-out system

Around The World In 80 Days

V,

Starring David Niven, Cantinflar. Shirley McOaine

LICEVS
EESTAUEANTW

THE WIZARD Or ID

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

Alumni [

is now open
to everyone! GP
.ARLOGUTHRIE ^1A*
COLOR i it [....• UniledArlisI

Homecoming Special
Time to take advantage of
these sale prices for your
early Christmas shopping:

AI'TOMATH'TKMl'KKATI Ki: COY.'KOI.
Trl
552 IQtS

Rowling
(■rr*n

1971 Christmas plales (Royal
Copenhagen. Bing and Grondahl)
regulai SIB. sale puce SI 1.95
All Geiman clocks, including mus
ical and minialuie giandtathei
shown) 20% oil
laige lapeslnes (Italy. Fiance)
20% oil
Original Hummel ligunnes 10%
oil
Jeweliy (Spain) 25% oil

WHOOPEE — !!!
BARGAIN HOUR
SUNDAY - OPEN TIL 3 P.M.
ADULTS $1.00
NOWPlAYINGEVE-730-SAT 4 SUN . 3:50 730
GET READY FOR EXCITING THRILLS AND SPILLS!

~«m>~ CLaSSIFIED <•»
CAMPUS CLAENDAR
Wednesday. On 20.1971
Inter-Collegiate Field Hockey
B(i vs Kilsdale Sterling Firm
5 00pm
SkU'lilb. lb EdBldg 6 30pm

Mon-Fri 10-9, Sat. 9-5

RGUAI'ScandotMs
From Brine Br.<w wtv madl'l

MUM

A Cinema 5 Release RaMdQ

f-irrcioaJ

Women's Recreation AsSOC
Intramural Volley Ball 6 30pm
North Gym. Women s Bldg
Bowling Green Civil Liberties
Union. 8pm Alumni Room Union
Speaker will be Benson. Kxec
Director Ohio Civil Liberties
Union, The ACLU's participation
in the BG IS ease will be
explained

PIUS - EVE - ol 9:35 . SAT «. SUN - 2, 5:20, 930
"Demons and Things'' by Wade
Thompson, 2nd floor Library,
Library hours

WATCH THE THROBBING
RYTHM OF

The Rolling Stones

Spanish Club. 20 Shatzel Hall.
7:30. A movie ot Middle America
will be shown. Vengan usledes'

GIMME
SHELTER

On exhibition, the works of the
silversmith. J
Levan Hill.
Promenade Lounge. Union

ACRES OF PUI PARKIM.

RIDES
Tel
Kt-M

Bo»lir.<
Greta
MOW WEEK NIKS

/ 21. 9 3b

SAT fc SUN

Need ride to Mansfield Ashland
area Oct 22 Call Kate 2-3426
Need ride to LOD1 iwest of
Akron I or to Elyria-Lorain exit.
On 22 after 2 Please call Vickie
352-6301

2. 340. b 20. 1 20. • 3b

X-Rjy Rev** Iht trndei momtnls ot witching ihcm btcoeni lortfi «nd
btcomt involved >n the dtepei telmonships life oMeis couple* who lum
onry i hem selves to rely upon lot compassion .nd «<ffclion<

PtUMOUM MC'U«fS

II C •

""Sf'S

Riders wanted to Chicago Oct 22
Call Linda 352-7116
Ride needed to Lansing. Mich
area this weekend ph 352-0763

ff

menas

*

.R

S»

Ride available to Ohio State
leaving Sat returning Sun eve.
CaO Nancy 352-4*79

TECHNICOLOR-

WITH (HOPI JOHN

THURSDAY-B.G.S.U. NIGHT

ALL STUDENTS WITH IDs $1.00
HIGH SCHOOL STUOCNTS WELCOME

just ordenarPIZ.ZB
euer^rr.c|Kt. 35^757/

Ride available to Warren. O or
turnpike exit 14 Friday Oct 29
Share expenses Call Nancy 3525179
WANTED
INKSTONE need* staff members

undergrads apply 2011! H
University math student to tutor
high school Algebra students ph
353 3533 after 6

PERSONALS
Will baby sit in my home Mon-Fri
Have references 353-3462
PAGL1AIS NEW HOURS 5 until
2 Sun Uini Thurs. 5 until 3 Fri &
Sat Pagliais 1004 S Main 352-7571
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Pendants and Pins in Sterling and
Gold
PHILIP MORTON
CONTEMPORARY JEWELRY
112W Wooster 353-9932 Open 9-5

Mu Maltese bonfire' Hesi ever
Ihe sister

Van Call 352-7633

Last
week's
Rugby
Rugger
Hugger
Mama
McGwire
n!

67 VW Bug. mustard yellow
» black stripes sunroof, good
condition. EXTRAS $995 ph 283

Dunbar

McClurt

Hello Cutieyou make a great
roommate-K the B
Bun's-That was a fantastic tea
Always great at Bachelors III
whenever we're together we know
it's I rue the greatest combination
is a Bun and a Mu
Alpha Phi's Hope you re
recovered Thanks lor a
STAGGERING experience The
Brothers of Delta Upsilon

Seniors-don't lose face have
FOR SALE OR RENT
yours in the '72 KEY See
yourself as part of BGSC Make $411 meal ticket coupon book for
your appt NOW'" 372-2656 $30 Call Beckv 2-3517
between lOam-Spm
Fender bassman amp Great for
ANYTIME
ANYWHERE
rock 'n' roll Hagslrom bass solid
HOLIDAY TRAVEL 140 N Main bodv. 2 pick-up. brand new, $170 a
352 6567
piece EARL. 352-7993. 256 A S
College
Buy a 72 KEY today Its probably
more relevant than you are'
130 watt amplifier $50. Kingston
bass $50 ok stuff-Max 352-0007
Phi Mu's-wasn't a taffv party
"stretching things kind'of far'" For sale ladies Misty Harbor
Or was it jusi a "Micky1
raincoat w lining, sue 16. tan.
situation" Molly Mu
brand new $35 call 352-7813
HELP BURN THE REDSKINS
THURSDAY AT U.A.O.
HOMECOMING
BONFIRE 8 30pm al Sterling
Farm
Big Jean Congrats to you and
Mickey on Your Alpha Sig
pinning Love, your Little Marcia
Good luck in the elections.
Roxanne! LIT B. Happy Hannah
Good Luck ADPi Sisters. Smile' L
4 L. Chop
This week's Rugby Rugger
Hugger: Patty Holman of
Chapman
Susie and Dec-congrats on your
Phi Mu-ATO lavalienng Two
Flamers take it higher' What a

61 Chevy Impala automatic,
power steering, runs well call 3520731
For Sale Jag XKE 1963-67 engine
good condition 352-7387
1971 MGB com
ask (or Dave

Phone 353 9863

Ford Galaxie '62 runs fair $45 3547911-5 to 7pm
64 Ponliac Tempest fair condition
82.000 good transportation Best
offer 352-9181
Nice 2 bdrm apt available Oct 23.
2 or 3 people. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS please call 352-0993
Eff al Greenview Apts office
hours 2-6pm 352-1195
Need I F roommate for Winter
Quarter Call 352-5802 $65mo
Unfurn. 2 bdrm. at Greenview
Apts. Office hours 2-6pm 352-1195

Stereo headphones-Koss 727B
originally $35 now $27 3 weeks old
call 352-6222

WINTHROP NORTH & SOUTH
rental OCZYSZCZENIC sale Oct
19,20.21.22 If you know what the
Polish word means, you will get
$5 00 of f your rent

Food coupons for sale 25 per cent
off Call Beru 2-1629

Office Napoleon Rd and the Penn
Central tracks 352-9135 9-5

Farfisia Dual Compact Organ V
good cond 2 keyboards best offer
352-9181

2 bdrm fum house, available
imm; pay elect only. $260 per mo.
ph 352-0102

KLH Model 11 portable record
player also Dynaco SCA-80 Amp
must sell 372-3242

For rent 1 bdrm completely fum
apt available Nov 1.372-1530

1966 Chevelle $400 or best offer
352-1752
1965 Mustang 289 4-barrel ex.
cond. auto power steering call 24149
For Sale-1961

Ford Econoline

Want to move off campus" Apt
available at Univ. Courts for 1 or I
girls Winter and Spring Quarter.
$165 Fully furnished! Call Nancy
3524068
OCT 4 NOV RENT FREE 1 or I
girls-Call Joann 352-0527

Wadnndoy. Octebw 30, 1971. Th* »0 Hmwi/taf 7

"Where Thrifty Shopping i$ a Pleasure"

GREAT SCOT
HOMOGENIZED

MILK

low "w/4»

GREAT SCOT

DRIGGS

BREAD

COTTAGE
CHEESE
LB.

16 OZ.
LOAF

SAL.

ITHE JJN-COLAI

M
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THRIFTY
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16 OZ
IBOTTLES
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BONELESS

ARM SWISS STEAK 99
ENGLISH ROAST

LB.

...LB.

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

SEMI BONELESS

BONELESS ROAST

HAM

BOSTON ROLL

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

STEAK
Choosy
USDA
CHOICE

I OR
HALF

LB.

LB.
LAND O LAKES

JflrBEEF

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

AAp DINNER BELL VAC PK

USD! CHOOSY CHOICE

ICHUCK ROAST

HOT HOUSE

ALL BEEF
n#|p OSCAR MAYER

69 FRANKS

BONELESS CHOICE

ICHUCK
STEAKI IFAMILY STEAKI
CENTER CUT

CENTER CUT

TUBE
.OF 4

LB.

LB.

HEN TURKEYS t. 49 SHORT RIBS... LB 39° BOLOGNA

TOKAY GRAPES 29f.

LB. AAi

BONELESS

|WHOLE|

BANANAS

Till

/9

LB

FRESH PICNIC

PORK ROAST

-BUY TWOUSE ONE-FREEZE ONE
OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRIES

LB.
BOX

^

FLECHTNER

_^-

C

—

GreatScot

D'NNE" BELL SAUSAGE

RING BOLOGNA L J9 SMOKETTES

•sag1

fell

UNNER ^ BEL

% PORK LOIN SLICED

CHIQUITA

sPB>ce

A3

BONELESS

PORK CHOPS

.•r

,S\M

^ CV*o*

e

«o*

Kool Krisp Produce"

©aft*

39°

«Ol

food
"l)N>°?
foo^-

PATIO STEAK
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,PK

<**^
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jUlC*
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Beans
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WE
RESERVE
QUANTITY
RIGHTS!
PRICES GOOD!
THRU MON.
OCT. 25, 1971

-.-Ml
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to»»

12 OZ.

Guaranteed Lowest Total Food Cost!

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

(SINCE 1965)
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ice chips i

4 road games in a row

Vivian's hockey guys

Booters test foreign
ground at Wooster

primed for best year
;■■■

By Fred R. Ortlla
Aislataat Sports Editor
Its th« kind of feeling you get when you see a sign that say»
wet paint. " You cant wait to touch it
Likewise, when you buy a new car You cant wait to drive it.
And it's the kind of feeling you get after glancing over Jack
Vivians roster of stick-vielding. bladeslashing ice hockey guyi
that only makes your mouth water. You can t wait to bite into
the action.
BG OPENS ITS THIRD varsity campaign and fifth year of
hockey Nov.5-6 with a pair of home contests with Ryerson.
The Falcons have returning all top 10 scorers but Bruce Blyth
from last season's 18-12-1 club that just missed national
ranking. They did that with primarily freshman and
sophomores with virtually the depth of a fast-evaporating pond.
Back is leading scorer Gerry Bradbury, Gord McCosh. Glen
Shirton. Chuck Gyles. Bob Watson.Pete Badour. Mike
"Bronco'' Hartley and Brian Williams along with the nos. one
and Iwo goalminders. Paul Galaski and Terrry Miskolczi.
TO COMPLEMENT THE VETERANS is a brash contingent
of freshman who will give the Falcons the depth they've so
badly needed in past years, albeit successful ones they were.
You can't blame Mssr. Vivian for drooling over what should
turn out to be Bowling Green's finest hockey season in history.
Pavlov's Dogs, move over.
"We're going to be five deep at every position." beamed
Fullback Bud Uwii (right) moves the ball on the attack
Vivian as he intently eyed a scrimmage session last week at the
Charge
against Western Michigan. The Falcons will take their 4-1
Ice Arena. "We've got enough talent on the ice to not have to
record to Wooster today, one of four rood games in a row for
worry about getting tired.
BO.
"WE WON'T HAVE TO HAVE our key players on the ice in
every big situation like in the past." he continued. The 30-yearold Vivian, who is starting his fifth year as head coach,
reminded you of the final two games of last season at St. Louis.
The bleary-eyed Falcons took a hard-earned 13-game win
streak into town and came away with a tie and a loss, the
product of a mentally and physically fatigued team, too spent to
BG got back on the winning leading rusher picked up 192
A junior monster back.
perform at 100 per cent.
track with a 46-33 victory over yards in 32 carries to lead a
Livas won his first award with
"I remember looking up and down the bench for fresh
Kent State and one newcomer BG ground attack that
an efficiency performance of
substitutes and seeing the boys with their heads below the
joined three repeaters as assumed 402 yards against
92 per cent. Livas made six
boards, they were so tired," Vivian recalled.
winners of the coaches KSU.
solo tackles while assisting on
HURTING FOR DEPTH PRIMARILY at defense. Vivian "efficiency awards" handed
five others
concentrated his recruiting efforts at that position and came up out Monday
by coach
Zelonis received his second
A BIG REASON for the
with the likes of Jim Lochead. Brian CelenUno, Allen Leitch "Dandy" Don Nehlen.
award on the strength of his 80
large chunk of real estate
and Roger Archer who should give the BeeGees the depth and
per
cent
efficiency
gained by the Falcons was the
balance they need.
Tailback Paul Miles and
performance.
The junior
blocking of the 6-1. 225-pound
They also came up with some pretty fair forwards too in Steve center Denny Maupin each
letterman made three solo
Maupin.
The senior from
Sertlch. walk on Marc Craig. Bob Allen, Steve Ball, Steve earned his third award for
tackles and assisted on seven
Columbus
iBexleyl
Welliver and Bob Binnie who are making waves among the their performances while on
others
performed at 83 per cent.
veteran front-lines.
defense Julius Livas copped
"It's a closer-knit group than last year," analyzed high- his first award and Gary
scoring winger Brian Williams. "Last year the juniors and Zelonis. his second
seniors took a lot more time to get to know the freshmen and
Miles won his third award
sophomores than this year."
"YEAH," ECHOED WINGER BOB Watson, another one- with an efficiency rating of 88
The Falcons'
year man. "When we were freshman last year we were kind of per cent.

'Dandy' Don names winners

Frosh cash in on TU

goofs for 28-20 win

leary to hit some of the older guys. But these freshmen aren't
Seems like there's about three Koniewichs out there."
Bill Koniewich was one of only four seniors last season to
depart the team. While one of the most benign players off the
ice. Koniewich just loved to smash into the opposition at any
opportunity while in uniform.
After easily winning the now defunct Mideastern Collegiate
Hockey Association title the past two-years -a title nobody
knew much about in a league equally ignonimous-the Falcons
are ready for something more sophisticated.

Girls needed
Any girls interested in
being a timer for home
swimming meets are
urged to attend a final
membership
meeting
today at 7 p.m. in 206
Women's Building.

NAMELY. A BRAND NEW LEAGUE {Central Collegiate
Hockey Association! with a constitution, rules and the like
Cheerleaders
which the MCHA didn't have plus a new team (St. Louis) to join
BG. Ohio State and Ohio U
picked
The CCHA winner, providing he has a good overall record,
could get strong consideration for an at large bid to the NCAA
Here are the newly picked
tournament in March.
hockey cheerleaders for 1971"For the first time since I've been here we've got something 72.
to shoot for." said Vivian. "Three seasons of playing 31
Chosen were Peggy Otten.
exhibitions is a long time. With something to play for, I think sophomore, (Ed.); Connie
you'll be surprised with the results."
Casseday. senior. (Ed.>:
VIVIAN PRONOUNCED THE TEAM'S attitude as "ahead of Ellen Sidlo. freshman. (Ed.):
schedule" in comparison to last year at this time.
Sandy Citro, junior. lEd.l:
"We've got more and better hockey players this year than SueSchell. sophomore, (Ed.I:
ever before," he commented. "And when you've got someone and Kathy Meredith, sophochasing you. you run a little faster."
more. (Ed).

Perry into Hall of Fame
Doyt L. Perry, the man who
put Bowling Green on the
national football map as the
nation's winningest football
coach from 1955 to 1964 and
two other outstanding BG
athlete* will be inducted into
the Falcons Athletic Hall of
Fame this Saturday during
Homecoming
ceremonies
surrounding the football game
with Miami.

Field stickers
lose and tie
The BG A' intercollegiate
field hockey team was
defeated Saturday. 2-0, by Ball
State at Muncle. Ind. The BG
' B team battled to a (Ml tie.
Both teams play again Oct
27 at 330 p.m. here.

Joining Perry as the newest
members of the Hall, which
included 38 members, will be
Macs Leitman. ■ outstanding
football and baseball star of
the 1920s and Crystal "Boo"
Ellis, captain of the 1957
basketball team.

and the 1959 team was named
the national college-division
champion after giving BG its
first and only undefeateduntied season.
Perry is now athletic
adviser
for
Florida
International University in
Miami.
Leitman. 66. is considered
one of the finest punters in
BG's 52-year gridiron history
and was a triple-threat halfback on the 1926-27-28 teams.

PERRY, (1. who retired as
athletic
director
last
December after five years as
bead of Bowling Green's 12sport program, was football
from 1955-1964, establishing
Ellis. 38, is the only fourone of the finest records in the letter winner in basketball
nation at 77-10-9. His teams since the relaxed rules of
woo five MAC championships World War II.

111S. Main
352-5762

The Falcons jumped off to a
7-0 lead in the first quarter on
a two-yard run by Doug Good.
On the next series Toledo
fumbled the ball on its own 19

IAA notes
The
intramural cross
country meet will be held
tomorrow. 4:30 p.m. on the
University
course.
All
contestants must check in and
receive entry cards by 4:15
p.m.
STEVE BURSA fired a two
over par 74 to capture the AllCampus Golf Tournament
held at the BG course last
Saturday Bill Esch and Bob
Turner finished in a tie for
second with 75s. Forty-one
golfers participated in the
event.
Entries for the All-Campus
Handball and Paddle ball
Singles Tournament will be
available tomorrow. Entries
are available from fraternity
and resident hall athletic
chairmen and at the IM
Office. 201
Memorial
Hall.Entries are due Nov. 2.
Play begins Nov. 8

Brothers of Sigma Chi
Wish to Congratulate:
Pinmates

The
Now
Printers

The University of Toledo
racked up more yardage than
Bowling Green (353 yards to
318 yards i but seven costly
minovoi s enabled the Falcons
to hold on for a 28-20 victory
over TU in a freshman
football game at BG on Friday
afternoon.

Mark Nixon
Dave Prochaika
Al Ladd
Dava Matfard
Kant Zachsr

Sue Arbogist
Barb Mickey
Cathy Binns
lydia Dial
Kathy Powell

Engagements
Jack Htftrick. . Michelle Katterhanry
Sam Hodulich
Iris L'Herrison
Rick Tyminski
Pam Uttarback

Weddings
Berry & Nancy Craft
Ross & Patti DaJohn
Bill & Mary Lyons

By J«e Bercklck
Sports Writer
After playing four of its first
five matches at home, the
Bowling Green soccer team
must see how it fares on
foreign soil the next four
games, starting with this
afternoon's 3:30 battle at
Wooster.
The Falcons (4-1) and the

'Duety' important
cog in BG machine
In every good machine there
are a few working parts that
helps the machine run
smoothly, yet do not receive
the credit that the more
fashionable parts do.
Bowling Green's football
team is a classy, highpowered machine, dominated
with fashionable sophomores
that is loaded with talent. Yet
there is an important senior
component to this machine
that indeed is helping to
smooth the ride.
Rich Duetemyer is a twoyear letterman and is playing
his third position in as many
years. I was middle guard
my sophomore year, but
played linebacker when Dave
Polak got hurt in the second
game of the season. I went
back to middle guard my
junior year, but this year we
needed a linebacker, so I

SIX TURNOVERS in the
second half put Toledo out of
the game. The Falcons got all
the scoring they needed on
two touchdowns by Vic
Bakunoff.
Bakunoff scored on a two
and a one yard run in the third
period.
The Falcons were forced to
give up the ball on a punt
with a minute and a half
remaining but Toledo was
unable to substain a drive win
the final minute.

r

moved again." he said
WHEN
ASKED
which
position he prefers. Rich
replied. "I like linebacker
because you're free to roam
more and you get a chance to
get on the ball more. Also you
get tohit more often."
Although not classified as a
"big" linebacker. Duetemyer
feels his size and strength is a
key asset to his success. "My
sixe and strength help me on

"WOOSTER ALWAYS has a
strong team," referred coach
Mickey Cochrane about
today's opponent. "They have
a good defense and are very
well balanced. There is not a
weak spot on the club."
Outside right Al Banda from
Africa is one of the key
players on the Wooster squad
this season
"He is a complete player."
Cochrane stated. "Not only
can he score well but is also
is an excellent ball handler
and plays very good defense
He's a tough one "
THE SCOTS ALSO sport a
very good goalie in Jeff
Hughes.
The Falcons, riding the
crest of a three game win
streak and coming off their
best game of the season in last
Saturday's 9-0 drubbing of
Ball State are in pretty good
shape for the contest at
Wooster
The only doubtful for
taday's encounter is outside
left Rich Cotton who is
nursing a bad knee. If he is
unable to start. Don Gable
will move up into Cotton's
position with Eric Selding
playing Gable's spot.
THE STARTING Falcon
goalie for this afternoon's
battle is still up in the air
between John Essig and Bill
Heyne. Essig is still favoring
an ankle Injury sustained in
the Akron battle
If he is
unable to start. Heyne will get
the nod
After this afternoon's
battle, the Falcons have a
week layoff before returning
to the soccer wars
at
Michigan State

SPOTTS

and BG went into score
another
time
with
quarterback Greg Muzo going
the final yard.
Toledo got back in the game
with only 37 seconds left in the
first half on a 21 yard pass.
Fullback Ed Scott went over
for the two-point conversion to
make it 14-8 at halftime.

Wooster Scots have played
some great matches over the
years with Wooster taking last
season's match here 2-1 on a
fourth quarter penalty kick.
Two years ago BG won 1-0 at
Wooster.
The Scots currently own a 32 mark, having beaten Mount
Union, Muskigum and Oberlin
while falling to Akron and
defending NCAA champ St.
Louis.

""1
>kh Dwetemeyvr

Water polo club
wins twice
BG's water polo club moved
its record to 3-0 with a pair of
weekend
victories
over
Western Michigan and Central
Michigan.
Steve Breithaupt had a hat
trick while Dave Thomas
tallied twice to lead the
Falcons to a 5-4 win over
Western.
Then Jim Williams scored
thrice and Joe Klebowski twice
to lead the Birds to a 9-6
decision over Central.

the straight-on stuff I'm not
slow, but I'm not as quick as a
smaller linebacker like John
(Villapiano). so 1 have to use
my strength to fight off
Mockers."
His speed was apparent in
the opening game against
Ohio U. when, with the score
20-19. Rich darted into the
Bobcat backfield to nail the
OU quarterback for a loss on
an attempted
two-point
conversion to preserve the
Falcon victory.

HALLOWEEN
CARDS

LOOKING INTO the future.
Duetemeyer would like to give
professional football a chance
"Proball is like a dream
every football player has."
Rich said. "Sure I would like
to play, but if I don't play. I'd
like to coach."

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

HAGER STUDIO WELCOMES
STUDENTS & ALUMS

Student

WE SPECIALIZE IN
NATURAL COLOR PORTRAITS

i

Services

CALL 353-5885

UAO
PRESENTS
John B. Sebastion
...WHO PERFORMED
AT WOODSTOCK AND
FORMER LEAD SINGER FOR
THE LOVING SPOONFUL

IN CONCERT ON
FRIDAY OCT. 22
8:OOP.M.
MEMORIAL HALL
TICKETS ON SALE A T UNION
TICKET OFFICE
PRICES $2.50
$3.00
$3.50
ft*******-***-**
o'^^******'*-*********

